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COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS 

Agenda and Notice of Public Meeting 
of the Missouri Advisory Committee 

Notice is hereby given, pursuant to 
the provisions of the rules and 
regulations of the U.S. Commission on 
Civil Rights (Commission), and the 
Federal Advisory Committee Act 
(FACA), that a planning meeting of the 
Missouri Advisory Committee to the 
Commission will convene by conference 
call at 2 p.m. and adjourn at 
approximately 3 p.m. on Tuesday, July 
7, 2009. The purpose of this meeting is 
to discuss the SAC’s civil rights project, 
‘‘Equal Educational Opportunities in 
Urban Public School Settings and 
Education Reform in Missouri….Kansas 
City and St. Louis Public School 
Districts.’’ 

This meeting is available to the public 
through the following toll-free call-in 
number: (866) 364–7584, conference call 
access code number 13243135. Any 
interested member of the public may 
call this number and listen to the 
meeting. Callers can expect to incur 
charges for calls they initiate over 
wireless lines, and the Commission will 
not refund any incurred charges. Callers 
will incur no charge for calls they 
initiate over land-line connections to 
the toll-free telephone number. Persons 
with hearing impairments may also 
follow the proceedings by first calling 
the Federal Relay Service at 1–800–977– 
8339 and providing the Service with the 
conference call number and contact 
name Farella E. Robinson. 

To ensure that the Commission 
secures an appropriate number of lines 
for the public, persons are asked to 
register by contacting Corrine Sanders of 
the Central Regional Office and TTY/ 
TDD telephone number, by 4 p.m. on 
July 1, 2009. Members of the public are 
entitled to submit written comments. 
The address is U.S. Commission on 
Civil Rights, 400 State Avenue, Suite 
908, Kansas City, Kansas 66101. 
Comments may be e-mailed to 
frobinson@usccr.gov. Records generated 
by this meeting may be inspected and 
reproduced at the Central Regional 
Office, as they become available, both 
before and after the meeting. Persons 
interested in the work of this advisory 
committee are advised to go to the 
Commission’s Web site, http:// 
www.usccr.gov, or to contact the Central 
Regional Office at the above e-mail or 
street address. 

The meeting will be conducted 
pursuant to the rules and regulations of 
the Commission and FACA. 

Dated in Washington, DC, June 15, 2009. 
Martin Dannenfelser, 
Staff Director. 
[FR Doc. E9–14361 Filed 6–18–09; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE P 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

U.S. Census Bureau 

Proposed Information Collection; 
Comment Request; Census Coverage 
Measurement Person Interview and 
Reinterview Operations 

AGENCY: U.S. Census Bureau. 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: The Department of 
Commerce, as part of its continuing 
effort to reduce paperwork and 
respondent burden, invites the general 
public and other Federal agencies to 
take this opportunity to comment on 
proposed and/or continuing information 
collections, as required by the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, 
Public Law 104–13 (44 U.S.C. 
3506(c)(2)(A)). 

DATES: To ensure consideration, written 
comments must be submitted on or 
before August 18, 2009. 
ADDRESSES: Direct all written comments 
to Diana Hynek, Departmental 
Paperwork Clearance Officer, 
Department of Commerce, Room 7845, 
14th and Constitution Avenue, NW., 
Washington, DC 20230 (or via the 
Internet at dHynek@doc.gov). 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Requests for additional information or 
copies of the information collection 
instrument(s) and instructions should 
be directed to Gia F Donnalley, U.S. 
Census Bureau, 4600 Silver Hill Road, 
Room 4K067, Washington, DC 20233, 
301–763–4370 (or via the Internet at 
Gia.F.Donnalley@census.gov). 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Abstract 

The 2010 Census Coverage 
Measurement (CCM) Person Interview 
and Reinterview Operations will be 
conducted in the U.S. (excluding remote 
Alaska) and in Puerto Rico in select 
CCM sampled areas. The primary 
sampling unit is a block cluster, which 
consists of one or more geographically 
contiguous census blocks. As in the 
past, the CCM operations and activities 
will be conducted independent of and 
not influence the 2010 Census 
operations. 

CCM will be conducted to provide 
estimates of both net coverage error and 
coverage error components for 

omissions and erroneous enumerations 
for housing units and persons in 
housing units (see Definition of Terms) 
in order to gather information necessary 
to improve future censuses. The data 
collection and matching methodologies 
for previous coverage measurement 
programs were designed only to 
measure net coverage error, which 
measures the net difference between 
omissions and erroneous enumerations. 

The 2010 CCM sample is a multi- 
phase probability sample of housing 
units comprising a number of distinct 
processes, ranging from forming block 
clusters, selecting the block clusters 
where the CCM survey will be 
conducted, to eventually selecting 
addresses for interviewing. Two 
samples will be selected to measure 
census coverage of housing units and 
household population: The population 
sample or P Sample; and the 
enumeration sample or E sample. These 
two samples have traditionally defined 
the samples for dual system estimation, 
a statistical technique for measuring net 
coverage error. The P Sample is a 
sample of housing units and persons 
obtained and independently 
enumerated from the census for a 
sample of block clusters, while the E 
Sample is a sample of census housing 
units and enumerations in the same 
block clusters as the P sample. 

The independent list of housing units 
is obtained during the CCM 
Independent Listing Operation, the 
results of which will be matched to 
census housing units in the sample 
block clusters and surrounding blocks. 
After the CCM Independent Listing and 
matching operations have taken place, 
some cases with discrepancies between 
the CCM Independent Listing and the 
Census will be identified to receive the 
CCM Housing Unit Followup interview. 
The results of this interview will again 
be matched to the list of census housing 
units. The results of the housing unit 
matching operations will be used to 
determine which CCM and Census 
addresses will be eligible to go to the 
CCM Person Interview (PI) Operation. 
After data collected from the CCM PI is 
matched to data collected by the 
Census, some cases with discrepancies 
between the CCM PI and Census will be 
sent for another CCM interview called 
the CCM Person Followup Operation. A 
separate Federal Register Notice has 
already been issued for the CCM 
Independent Listing and CCM Housing 
Unit Followup operations. A Federal 
Register Notice will be issued later for 
the CCM Person Followup Operation. 

For each sample block cluster, we will 
conduct a CCM PI for selected housing 
units. During CCM PI, interviewers will 
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